SYMPOSIUM
In Celebration of Canada’s 150th Year
Breaking Barriers and Moving Forward: Narratives of Challenges Faced by Asian Women Diaspora and Immigrant Women in New Brunswick; and Strategies for Their Successful Integration

HOSTED BY:

DR. KOUMARI MITRA
Professor, Department of Anthropology, UNB

DR. CATHY HOLTMANN
Associate Professor and Director, Muriel McQueen Fergusson Centre for Family Violence and Research, UNB

MADHU VERMA
Chair, Asian Heritage Society of NB

DATES:
18 May 2017: 7pm – 9pm: Film on New Brunswick Asian Women
19 May 2017: 9am – 5pm: Breakout Sessions

VENUE: WU Centre UNB


For further information on the Symposium, kindly contact: ALEKHYA DAS at adas@unb.ca and FELISA CHAN at felisa_chan@yahoo.com or felisa@ahsnb.org